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Abstract
We investigate the inverse problem of identifying the wavenumber for the Helmholtz equation.
The problem solution is based on measurements taken at few points from inside the computational
domain or on its boundary. A novel iterative approach is proposed based on coupling the secant
and the descent methods with the partition of unity method. Starting from an initial guess for
the unknown wavenumber the forward problem is solved using the partition of unity method.
Then the secant/descent methods are used to improve the initial guess by minimising a predefined
objective function based on the difference between the solution and a set of data points. In the next
round of iterations the improved wavenumber estimate is used for the forward problem solution
and the partition of unity approximation is improved by adding more enrichment functions. The
iterative process is terminated when the objective function has converged and a set of two predefined
tolerances are met. To evaluate the estimate accuracy we propose to utilise extra data points. To
validate the approach and test its efficiency two wave applications with known analytical solutions
are studied. The results show that the proposed approach can achieve high accuracy for the
studied applications even when the considered data is contaminated with noise. Despite the clear
advantages that were previously shown in the literature for solving the forward Helmholtz problem,
this work presents a first attempt to solve the inverse Helmholtz problem with an enriched finite
element approach.
Keywords. Finite element method; Partition of unity method; Helmholtz equation; Acoustic wave;
Inverse problem; Wavenumber identification.
1 Introduction
The inverse problem of the Helmholtz equation is relevant to numerous engineering applications, e.g.,
medical and subsurface imaging, microwave, radar, sonar and laser. The problem can be classified
into two main classes [1, 2]: the first one looks into recovering the unknown boundary conditions
based on measuring the wave field at a number of points inside or on the boundaries of the considered
domain [3–5]. The second class is to identify the subsurface material properties or any internal sources
based on similar measurements [2, 6–8]. The work in this paper belongs to the latter class where we
aim at identifying the wavenumber based on measuring the wave field inside the domain or on its
boundaries. This problem is primarily motivated by medical applications where it is desirable to use
∗Coresponding author: m.s.mohamed@hw.ac.uk
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electromagnetic or acoustic wave measurements on the human body to assess an organ condition.
Identifying the wavenumber can be useful to diagnose any abnormal conditions that may affect the
organ.
Solutions of the inverse problem can be challenging mathematically due to the often incomplete
knowledge about the problem where issues such as ill-posedness and ill-conditioning are common
features [1,2,9,10]. Several authors have studied the uniqueness and stability of the problem [11,12].
A number of numerical methods are often used for solving the inverse Helmholtz problem. These
methods include the continuation method [13], the Fourier method [14–16] and the linear sampling
method [17, 18] among others. Iterative solvers involving solution of the forward problems have also
been used in the inverse problems, see for example [19,20]. In [19], a class of iterative algorithms were
combined with the finite difference method to solve the inverse Helmholtz problem. Recently, in the
context of the diffusion problem, a set of problem-adapted basis functions were proposed in [20] for
the multiscale finite element method to solve the problem of identifying diffusion coefficients. Obvi-
ously, in this case the accuracy of the inverse problem solution depends strongly on the solution of the
forward problem as well as the accuracy of the field measurements. Two approaches are available for
solving the forward problem. First, it is possible to develop analytical solutions which are highly ac-
curate and not demanding computationally but they are only viable for simple geometries. Examples
of analytical solutions of many classical wave problems can be found in [21–24]. The second approach
relies on numerical methods which are often used for engineering applications and can deal with gen-
eral geometries. The Finite Element Method (FEM) [20] and the Boundary Element Method [25] are
among the most popular. As a rule-of-thumb and for a given problem, a discretization level of around
ten nodal spaces per wavelength is necessary to achieve a reasonable engineering accuracy. This can
be the case for long wave problems, i.e., the computational domain accommodates only a few waves
per-direction. However, the error increases quickly if for a given problem we increase the wavenumber
and retain the discretization level of ten. This behaviour is well documented in the literature and is
referred to as the pollution error [26–28].
To overcome the pollution error when linear elements are used, it is necessary to increase the number
of nodal spaces per-wavelength at a quadratic rate as the wavenumber increases at a linear rate
[26]. Hence, the numerical methods can become computationally non-viable at higher wavenumbers.
Improving the approximation properties of the numerical methods can significantly reduce the number
of degrees of freedom required to achieve a given accuracy. A major improvement was possible by
incorporating oscillatory functions into the approximation space using the Partition of Unity Method
(PUM) [29]. It was possible to enrich the finite elements with plane waves, hence, reduce the number
of degrees of freedom without compromising on the solution accuracy [30, 31]. Similar improvement
was also achieved using Bessel functions [32]. The new elements are used for solving acoustic [33],
elastic [34] and electro-magnetic waves [35, 36]. It was also used to solve problems in layered media
[30], heterogeneous media [37] and poroelastic media [38]. Similarly to the frequency-domain, the
enriched elements were also used for time-domain wave and heat transfer problems [35,39–42]. Adding
enrichment functions to the finite element approximation space can also be achieved with discontinuous
elements. Examples include the discontinuous enrichment method [43, 44], the ultra weak variational
formulation [45,46] and other discontinuous Galerkin methods [47–49]. A recent review of the literature
about using enriched elements for the Helmholtz problem can be found in [50]. This growing body of
literature shows that the enriched finite element can lead to a significant reduction in the computational
efforts in terms of memory and CPU time, compared to the standard finite element method.
Despite the high efficiency of the enriched methods in solving the forward problem, these methods
have not been yet utilised for solving the inverse problem. This has been the case so far although the
potential impact of these methods on the inverse problem can be a lot more significant compared to the
forward problem. The inverse problem often involves lengthy iterative procedures with each iteration
being in some cases equivalent to solving a full-length forward problem. Therefore reducing the
computational costs can be crucial for solving the inverse problem. Furthermore, an iterative procedure
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starts with a certain estimate for the wavenumber which will then be improved as the iterations
progress. If an improved wavenumber estimate is higher then it may become necessary to refine the
finite element mesh. This refinement process can be eliminated with the enrichment approach. In
this work we propose solving the inverse problem by coupling the secant and descent methods with
the PUM. To validate the proposed approach we consider problems with known analytical solutions.
Despite the clear advantages, an extensive literature review suggests that this work is the first use of an
enriched numerical approach for solving the inverse Helmholtz problem. It is also important to mention
that limited literature is currently available on wavenumber identification for the Helmholtz equation,
where we also make a contribution. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. First, we present
the inverse method to estimate the wavenumber based on the PUM and secant and descant methods
in Section 2 and section 3. Section 4 provides two numerical experiments to test the effectiveness and
accuracy of the proposed approach where wave propagation and scattering are considered. We finish
in section 5 with some concluding remarks.
2 PUM formulation for estimating the wavenumber
In the current study, we assume a time-harmonic wave propagation i.e. φ = ueiωt where φ is the
time-dependent wave potential, ω the frequency, t time and i defined by i=
√−1. The wave equation
can then be reduced to the Helmholtz equation which in a two-dimensional domain Ω ⊂ R2 can be
written as
∆u+ k2u = 0, in Ω. (2.1)
Here, u(x) is the time-independent wave field while ∆ is the Laplace operator, (k = ωc ) the wavenumber
and c the wave speed. For practical reasons we need to impose some artificial boundary Γ so that
the computational domain Ω is finite. To avoid introducing errors through the artificial boundary we
choose to impose the analytical solution of any considered problem, on Γ using a Robin type boundary
condition
∂u
∂n
+ iku = g, on Γ, (2.2)
where n is the outward unit normal on Γ and g(x) is a source term defined based on the imposed
analytical solution.
In this paper we are interested in identifying the unknown wavenumber k based on known values of
u(x) at a given set of points x ∈ Ω. Hence, a relationship between the wavenumber and the measured
field should be established. To this end we will derive this relation based on the weak formulation of
the forward problem (2.1)-(2.2). As mentioned above we adopt an enriched finite element formulation
which is more efficient than the standard formulation. Several options are possible, however, choosing
a discontinuous formulation can add more complexity for solving the inverse problem where a nonlinear
problem must be solved in order to identify the wavenumber in term of the field values. Therefore we
prefer the continuous formulation of the PUM.
Starting from the boundary value problem defined by the equations (2.1)-(2.2), then using a weighted
residual scheme, the governing finite element integral equations for the problem becomes∫
Ω
w
(
∆u+ k2u
)
dΩ = 0, (2.3)∮
Γ
w
(∂u
∂n
+ iku
)
dΓ =
∮
Γ
wgdΓ, (2.4)
where w(x) is the weighting function. Applying Green’s theorem to equation (2.3) we obtain∫
Ω
(
−∇w · ∇u+ k2wu
)
dΩ +
∮
Γ
w
∂u
∂n
dΓ = 0, (2.5)
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and substituting the boundary condition we arrive at the following weak formulation∫
Ω
(
∇w · ∇u− k2wu
)
dΩ + ik
∮
Γ
wudΓ =
∮
Γ
wgdΓ. (2.6)
Using the PUM, the computational domain Ω is subdivided into elements Ωe with n-nodes for each
element so that the solution u(x) at x = (x, y) ∈ Ωe can be approximated in term of the values dei at
the element nodes
u(x) ≈ ue(x) =
n∑
i=1
m∑
j=1
N ei (x)ϕ
e
i,j(x)d
e
(i−1)m+j , (2.7)
where N ei (x) is the conventional polynomial shape function of the finite element Ωe at the node i,
ϕei,j(x) is the jth order partition of unity enrichment function also at node i and m is the total number
of enrichment functions. Note that for wave problems often oscillatory functions are chosen to enrich
the finite element approximation space. Similar to above we can also write w(x) in terms of the values
rei as
w(x) = we(x) =
n∑
i=1
m∑
j=1
N ei (x)ϕ
e
i,j(x)r
e
(i−1)m+j . (2.8)
Hence, equation (2.6) becomes
Ne∑
e=1
(∫
Ωe
∇we · ∇uedΩe − k2
∫
Ωe
weuedΩe + ik
∮
Γe
weuedΓe −
∮
Γe
wegdΓe
)
= 0. (2.9)
where Ne is the total number of elements. For convenience the vectors N
e,de and re are defined for
each element Ωe as
Ne =
{
N1ϕ1, N1ϕ2, ...N1ϕm, N2ϕ1, ..., Nnϕm
}>
,
de = {de1, de2, ...dem, dem+1, ..., denm}>,
re = {re1, re2, ...rem, rem+1, ..., renm}>.
The entries de(i−1)m+j and r
e
(i−1)m+j are associated with the node i and the jth order enrichment
function for the element Ωe. The global nodal vector for all the nodes in the domain Ω is denoted by
d while for the weighting functions by r. We define the rectangular matrix Le made of entries equal
to ones or zeros so that we can write a relationship between the element level vector de and the global
level vector d as
de = Led.
For any element we can also write
(re)> = r>(Le)>.
Then, the gradient of ue(x) and we(x) can be computed by
∇ue = ∇NeLed = BeLed,
(∇we)> = r>(Le)>(∇Ne)> = r>(Le)>(Be)>.
The weak formulation can be rewritten in matrix form as
r>
(
Ne∑
e=1
(Le)>
((∫
Ωe
(Be)>BedΩ− k2
∫
Ωe
(Ne)>NedΩ + ik
∮
Γe
(Ne)>NedΓ
)
Led−
∮
Γe
(Ne)>gdΓ
))
= 0.
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Note that the above equation shows the contribution made by different integrals to the element matrix
Ke =
∫
Ωe
(Be)>BedΩ︸ ︷︷ ︸
Kek
−k2
∫
Ωe
(Ne)>NedΩ︸ ︷︷ ︸
Kem
+ik
∮
Γe
(Ne)>NedΓ︸ ︷︷ ︸
Kec
. (2.10)
A high order quadrature scheme is usually needed to evaluate the above integrals as they involve
oscillatory functions. After evaluating the integrals the following linear system of equations is achieved[
Ne∑
e=1
(Le)>KeLe
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
K
d−
{
Ne∑
e=1
(Le)>f e
}
︸ ︷︷ ︸
f
= 0.
To find the relation between the wavenumber and the measured field, we find K+ which is the Moore–
Penrose pseudo inverse of K
d = K+f .
Thus, from equation (2.7) the relationship between the wavenumber and the measured field at x can
be obtained by
ue(x) = NeLed = NeLe
[
Ne∑
e=1
(Le)>
(
Kek − k2Kem + ikKec
)
Le
]+
f , (2.11)
where x ∈ Ωe. In general this relation is severely nonlinear because Ne, f and K+ can all be dependent
on the wavenumber. Hence, no analytical expression for the wavenumber can be obtained with respect
to the wave field and an iterative solution strategy must be developed to solve the inverse problem of
identifying k in terms of the solution ue(x).
3 Solution of the inverse problem
To solve the nonlinear equation (2.11) we propose an iterative algorithm which estimates the wavenum-
ber by minimizing an objective function. First, we collect the data obtained from an experiment or a
numerical/analytical simulation of the wave field. Assuming that the number of the data points is Q,
we collect them in pairs as: [
xq, u
∗
q(xq)
]
, q = 1, 2, ..., Q,
where xq is the location of the qth data point and u
∗
q(xq) is the field measured at this point. The
data points can either be picked up from inside the domain or on the domain boundary. In theory
one data point (Q = 1) is enough to have an estimate for the wavenumber. However, in practice and
depending on the completeness/accuracy of the collected data it may be necessary to use more data
points to have confidence in the estimation and to make sure the algorithm converges to the correct
solution. Based on the physical knowledge about the problem under consideration, it will be possible
to have a reasonable initial guess for the wavenumber. Often in real-world applications the initial
information about the domain material properties can provide this physical knowledge which will also
give confidence in the converged wavenumber estimate. Using the estimate of the wavenumber kˆ we
solve the forward problem following the approach described in the previous section. Next, we define
the objective function based on the following residual
fq(k) = u
∗
q(xq)− uˆq(xq, kˆ), (3.1)
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which represents the difference between the numerical solution of the field uˆq(xq, kˆ) and the measured
field u∗q(xq) at the qth data point. The numerical prediction is obtained through the relation (2.11)
and using the estimated wavenumber kˆ
uˆq(xq, kˆ) = Nˆ
e · Le
[
Ne∑
e=1
(Le)>
(
Kˆek − kˆ2Kˆem + ikˆKˆec
)
Le
]+
fˆ . (3.2)
In the current work we will rely on analytical solutions to evaluate u∗q(xq). This is important to
accurately evaluate the error. The objective function can then be defined as:
Minimize ϑ(k) =
1
Q
Q∑
q=1
|fq(k)|∣∣u∗q(xq)∣∣ = 1Q
Q∑
q=1
∣∣∣u∗q(xq)− uˆq(xq, kˆ)∣∣∣∣∣u∗q(xq)∣∣ , (3.3)
subject to (2.6). Note that values of the measured field can vary between numbers close to zero at
some data points to numbers significantly larger than zero at others. Therefore, the objective function
is defined as a relative function in order to normalise the contribution made by different data points
such that no one data point dominates the value of the objective function. Clearly more data points
provide more confidence in the solution. Let l = 1, 2, ... be the iterative step and kˆl be the iterative
estimation of the wavenumber. For the purpose of the calculations in this paper we assume that the
wavenumber is always a real positive number and will be reset to a positive number if a negative
wavenumber is estimated. The secant method is used to update the wavenumber estimation as the
method convergence to the exact root is ensured when the initial value is close to the exact root [51].
Furthermore, we also use the descent method to avoid divergence when the initial estimate kˆ0 is
far from the exact root where the method ensures the convergence also in this case. The updated
wavenumber can then be written as
kˆl+1 = kˆl − µfq(kˆl) kˆl − kˆl−1
fq(kˆl)− fq(kˆl−1)
, (3.4)
where µ should be within the range 0 < µ ≤ 1 in order to minimize the residual fq(k) such that∣∣∣fq(kˆl+1)∣∣∣ < ∣∣∣fq(kˆl)∣∣∣ . (3.5)
The value of µ is determined by initializing it with 1 and then halving its value until satisfying the
condition (3.5). To estimate the wavenumber we propose a two-stage iterative algorithm which is
shown in Figure 3.1. The first stage is to determine an appropriate number of enrichment functions
m which is needed for the PUM approximation. The second stage is to estimate the wavenumber
kˆl, l = 1, 2, ... for every data point based on the secant and descent methods. The stopping criterion
for the first stage is
ϑ(k) ≤ εa,
while for the second stage the stopping criterion is
min
(
|kˆl+1 − kˆl|, |fq(kˆl)|
)
≤ εb,
where εa and εb are predefined tolerances. It should be stressed that these tolerances are both cor-
related to the quality of the measured data for the problem under study. Using small values for the
tolerances with contaminated data may not improve the accuracy of the estimate but it can lead to
unnecessary increase in the number of iterations. However, in the current work, we consider the same
tolerances for clean and contaminated data only for comparison purposes. For multiple data points
multiple wavenumber estimates are found kˆq. In this case the estimate which leads to the minimum
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value of ϑ(k), is considered to be the optimum estimate kˆopt and it is taken forward to the next round
of iterations.
It should be stressed that unlike the FEM, the PUM can retain the same mesh and only update the en-
richment functions. But it is important to have a balance between the number of enrichment functions
and the wavenumber [52]. The number m must be high enough to find an appropriate approximation
but should not be too high in order to avoid an ill-conditioned linear system of equations. Further-
more, using an unnecessary high numbers m will increase the computation cost without improving
the computation accuracy [31]. Needless to mention that previous works on enriched finite element
methods for the Helmholtz equation suggest that the relation between the wavenumber and the num-
ber of enriching plane waves has to ensure that the number of degrees of freedom per wavelength is
around two. This can be found in the results reported in [28,31,33] among others.
In this work a set of plane waves evenly spaced around a unit circle are used to enrich the finite
element solution space
ϕj(x) = exp
(
ikˆl
(
x cos
(
2pij
m
)
+ y sin
(
2pij
m
)))
.
For the plane waves, wavenumber is updated at each iteration to match the wavenumber estimated at
this iteration.
Finally, to evaluate the error in approximating the wavenumber we use two methods:
(i) In this work we use the exact wavenumber k in order to validate the approach
ξ1=
∣∣∣kˆ − k∣∣∣
k
× 100%. (3.6)
(ii) In the general case where the exact wavenumber is unknown, we propose utilizing additional
data points Up(xp) to verify the solution where p = 1, 2, . . . , P and P is the total number of
the verification points. The estimated wavenumber is then used to evaluate the field at the
same points uˆp(xp). The field value at the points Up(xp) are compared to the calculated values
uˆp(xp, kˆ)
ξ2=
1
P
P∑
s=1
∣∣∣uˆp(xp, kˆ)− Up(xp)∣∣∣
|Up(xp)| × 100%. (3.7)
Both methods can provide useful evaluation for the error in the approximation. However, selecting
a data point where the field value is very close to zero may lead to unrealistically large errors in the
second method. Also here using more data points improve the error evaluation with equation (3.7).
4 Numerical results
In this section, the proposed inverse method is studied using two numerical tests. In both tests the
exact solution and the wavenumber are known so that an accurate identification of the error is possible.
In the first example a plane wave and in the second the scattering of a plane wave by a rigid circular
cylinder, are considered. In both tests two random points are utilised to identify the wavenumber
while a third point is used to verify the results.
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Figure 3.1: Flowchart for the iterative procedure used in our inverse solution.
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Figure 4.1: Plane wave propagation: Real part of the analytical expression for α = pi4 , k = 4pi (left)
and the considered mesh (right). The data is measured at the points P1(0.02,0.3), P2(0.48,0.00) and
P3(0.8, 0.6) indicated in the figure.
4.1 Plane wave propagation
For a plane wave propagation in a homogeneous media, the exact wave field can be expressed as
uex = e
ik(x cosα+y sinα), (4.1)
with α being the propagation angle. We consider a squared computational domain defined by Ω =
[0, 1] × [0, 1] with the analytical solution imposed on the domain boundaries. For this test example
the following parameters are taken k = 4pi and α = pi4 . The wave field is evaluated using expression
(4.1) at three random points, namely, P1(0.02,0.3), P2(0.48,0.00) and P3(0.8, 0.6). Here, P1 and P2
are data points used to estimate the wavenumber while P3 is a verification point to evaluate the error.
The points are placed such that P1 is inside the domain while P2 is on the domain boundary. It
should be noted that any other points might also be used without restrictions on the points choice.
The proposed algorithm may also estimate the wavenumber based on a single data point. However, in
this case, the convergence to the correct k cannot be ensured. Therefore, the use of more data points is
recommended. To solve the problem, the domain is discretized into 4-noded bilinear elements. Figure
4.1 shows the real part of the progressive plane wave for the considered parameters alongside the used
mesh. The data points are also indicated on this figure.
To solve the problem we start with an initial guess of kˆ0 = 30 which is more than twice the actual
wavenumber k = 4pi. Starting with a better guess will always speed up the convergence. In real-world
applications the guess will often be informed by the physical properties of the problem. We also
start by enriching the solution domain with one plane wave m0 = 1. Again here starting with more
enrichment functions will also speed the convergence. However, in this example we want to test the
algorithm convergence when starting with relatively poor initial values. The stopping tolerances are
εb = 10
−5 and εa = 10−5. As the wavenumber estimate is refined the number of enriching plane waves
is also increased until the stopping tolerances are met and the minimization function has converged.
The output of the solution iterations at different stages is listed in Table 4.1 for m = 1, 2 and 4 and
Table 4.1 for m = 6, 8 and 10. It should be noted that the PUM with enrichment enables using much
larger finite elements compared to the standard FEM. Hence, completing the required iterations is
significantly faster than using the standard FEM. Furthermore, the FEM mesh is dependent on the
wavenumber. Increasing the wavenumber estimate may also require remeshing the domain. The PUM
9
Table 4.1: Plane wave propagation: Wavenumber iterations for m = 1, 2 and 4.
# Itr
m = 1 (kˆ0 = 30) m = 2 (kˆ0 = 11.897014) m = 4 (kˆ0 = 12.426802)
P1 P2 P1 P2 P1 P2
1 33.000000 33.000000 13.086716 13.086716 13.669481 13.669481
2 23.799656 29.258212 11.894196 12.521825 12.430829 12.439952
3 21.524713 28.252650 11.512766 12.380315 12.421304 12.431215
4 33.768019 29.707779 11.945903 12.423934 12.426928 12.425210
5 14.518022 29.609562 11.933054 12.429760 12.426945 12.425140
6 2.819852 29.189728 11.820275 12.426784 12.426920 12.425110
7 16.228119 29.347688 11.854205 12.426613 12.426920 12.425110
8 18.172552 29.422310 11.875060 12.426802
9 9.499285 29.354575 11.860515 12.426802
10 11.378076 29.352539 11.858832
15 11.872664 29.365516 11.861914
20 11.897829 29.365757 11.861918
28 11.897014
kˆqopt 11.897014
∗ 29.365757 11.861918 12.426802∗ 12.426920 12.425110∗
ϑ(k) 0.0668 0.3446 0.0740 0.0645 7.1959× 10−5 7.1847× 10−5
* value used for the next round of iterations.
Table 4.2: Plane wave propagation: Wavenumber iterations for m = 6, 8 and 10.
# Itr
m = 6 (kˆ0 = 12.425110) m = 8 (kˆ0 = 12.560171) m = 10 (kˆ0 = 12.566335)
P1 P2 P1 P2 P1 P2
1 13.667621 13.667621 13.811634 13.811634 13.822969 13.822969
2 12.557146 12.561449 12.566460 12.566654 12.566379 12.566378
3 12.555444 12.561641 12.566330 12.566339 12.566370 12.566370
4 12.556030 12.560173 12.566320 12.566335
5 12.556031 12.560171
kˆqopt 12.556031 12.560171
∗ 12.566320 12.566335∗ 12.566370 12.566370
ϑ(k) 5.0055× 10−6 4.4504× 10−6 1.1284× 10−10 1.0358× 10−10 3.1348× 10−14 3.1348× 10−14
* value used for the next round of iterations.
Table 4.3: Plane wave propagation: Estimation of final errors.
Wavenumber Solution value at P3
Actual 4pi=12.5663706 0.99202140
Estimate 12.566370 0.99202132
Error ξ1 = 4.8× 10−6% ξ2 = 8.1× 10−6%
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helps to avoid remeshing the domain by merely updating the wavenumber of the enrichment functions
to match the estimated wavenumber kˆl.
The results in Table 4.1 shows that for m = 1 the estimated wavenumber converges to kˆ28 = 11.897014
at P1 after 28 iterations and to kˆ20 = 29.365757 at P2 after 20 iterations. However, the minimization
function is smaller for the estimate based on P1 ϑ(kˆ28) = 0.0668 compared to P2 ϑ(kˆ20) = 0.3446.
Hence, the improved guess for the next round of iterations is taken based on the estimate at P1
i.e. kˆ0 = kˆ28 = 11.897014. The estimate is further improved with m = 2 at the second round of
iterations. The converged minimum value for ϑ(k) is achieved at P2 after 9 iterations with kˆ9 =
12.426802. The relationship between the function ϑ(k) and the accuracy of the wavenumber estimate
is evident in the results where a smaller value of ϑ(k) always indicate a more accurate estimate of the
wavenumber. As the number of enriching plane waves is increased and the wavenumber estimate is
improved fewer iterations becomes necessary. It can be seen in Table 4.2, the estimate converges to
the exact wavenumber with six digits accuracy at points P1 and P2 with m = 10 and the minimization
function has converged to ϑ(kˆ3) = 3.1348×10−14 at both points. Table 4.3 summarizes the converged
estimate of the wavenumber with the final errors obtained using equations (3.6) and (3.7). The errors
in the wavenumber estimation as well as in the verification data point are both of the order ×10−6%
which suggests that the proposed inverse method can achieve high accuracy estimation.
Figure 4.2: Plane wave propagation: Effect of contaminating the data with 5% noise on number of
iterations (# itr), minimization function (ϑ(k)) and wavenumber estimate (kˆ), from left to right.
To further test the robustness of the algorithm, the wave field value at the three considered points
is contaminated with a zero-mean white Gaussian noise with the noise-to-signal ratio being 5%. The
simulation is also started with the same initial values as in the previous case, namely, kˆ0 = 30 and
m0 = 1. Figure 4.2 shows a comparison for the number of iterations # itr, minimization function
ϑ(k) and the wavenumber estimate kˆ with and without the noise. These quantities are plotted against
the number of enrichment functions m. It can be seen in the plot for # itr that the number of
iterations needed for the solution to converge is comparable with or without the noise. However, after
m = 4 the number of iterations stays constant at 9 iterations with the noise while it keeps decreasing
without the noise. The minimization function converges to ϑ(k) = 0.005 at m = 4 and stays more or
less at the same level as the number of enriching plane waves is increased while, again without the
noise the function keeps decreasing to ϑ(k) = 3.1348 × 10−14. Also it can be observed in the plot
for wavenumber that the wavenumber estimate improves steadily with the iterations i.e. the estimate
does not oscillate. This behaviour seems consistent for clean as well as contaminated data. This also
can indicate stability in the proposed algorithm.
Concerning the data contaminated with noise, the proposed algorithm converges again to a very
accurate estimate for the wavenumber atm = 10 where the stopping tolerances are met. The converged
wavenumber and the resulting errors are summarized in Table 4.4. Clearly, the estimated wavenumber
is again very close to the exact wavenumber with the error being ξ1 = 1.11 × 10−5% compared to
ξ1 = 4.78× 10−6% from before. However, the estimated value of the wave field at P3 is considerably
higher compared to the previous case (ξ2 = 2.42% compared to ξ2 = 8.1 × 10−6%). This increase in
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Table 4.4: Plane wave propagation: Estimation of final errors with contaminated data 5% noise-to-
signal.
Wavenumber Solution value at P3
Actual 4pi=12.5663706 0.96854201 (5% pollution)
Estimate 12.566372 0.99199989
Error ξ1 = 1.1141× 10−5% ξ2 = 2.42%
Figure 4.3: Plane wave scattering: Considered mesh (left) and schematic plots of the computational
domain Ω, the scatterer and the incident wave (right)
the error is expected considering the 5% noise pollution introduced into the data where the estimated
value of the wave field at P3 is much more closer to the uncontaminated data. In general the algorithm
shows good robustness for this level of noise.
4.2 Plane wave scattering
In the second test example we consider a plane wave scattering by a circular cylinder. If the cylinder
radius is a, then the wave field can be described using the following analytical expression
usex = −
∞∑
n=0
inn
Jn
′(ka)
Hn
′(ka)
Hn(kr) cos(nθ), (4.2)
with r and θ being the polar coordinate. The parameter n is 1 when n = 0 and is 2 for other values of
n while Jn(kr) and Hn(kr) are, respectively, the Hankel function and the Bessel function of the first
kind and order n. Figure 4.3 shows schematic plots of the computational domain Ω, the scatterer and
the incident wave. The considered computational domain is annular defined by two circular boundaries
Γ1 and Γ2 with radius equal to r1 = 1 and r2 = 2, respectively. Both boundaries are centred at (0, 0)
while a unity radius is considered for the cylinder i.e. a = 1. Again we chose to impose the analytical
solution of the domain boundaries using the Robin type boundary condition defined by (2.2) where
Figure 4.3 shows the considered outward normal n.
To solve the problem the domain is meshed into 4-noded bilinear elements. The mesh is composed
of 48 elements and 72 nodes and it is shown in Figure 4.3. The problem is solved for three cases,
each case has a different wavenumber, namely, k = 4pi, 8pi and 12pi. These cases will be referred to
as Case 1, Case 2 and Case 3, respectively. The real part of the scattered wave is displayed for these
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Figure 4.4: Plane wave scattering: Real part of the scattered wave field for k = 4pi, 8pi and 12pi from
left to right.
wavenumbers in Figure 4.4. The stopping tolerances are εa = εb = 5 × 10−2. Again in this example
three data points are used, namely, P1(0.5,-0.8660), P2(-0.1857,-1.4077) and P3(1.9319,0.5176) where
P1 and P2 are estimation points while P3 is a verification point. Points P1 and P3 are both located
on the domain boundaries while P2 is inside the domain. The wave field at these points and for the
considered wavenumbers is measured using the analytical expression (4.2). The data at the three
points is again considered with and without noise. Using the Gaussian white noise with zero-mean,
the data is contaminated with the noise-to-signal ratio being 5%.
In the previous example, to test the convergence of the algorithm with poor initial values, we started
with one enrichment function. Obviously using more enrichment functions will improve the PUM
approximation. Therefore in this test we start with a relatively high number of enrichment functions.
For the wavenumber k = 4pi, the number of enrichment functions is m0 = 28. The number is then
increased to m0 = 34 and 44 for k = 8pi and k = 12pi, respectively. The main reason for this choice, is
to avoid listing lengthy tables of convergence, as the higher m will ensure the algorithm convergence
without the need to increase the enrichment number in this example. However, it should be stressed
that in real-life applications and since the wavenumber is unknown, it will be necessary to make m0
proportional to the initial estimate of the wavenumber kˆ0. For a given mesh a higher value initial
guess requires more enrichment functions in order to produce a proper approximation. Furthermore,
the algorithm is designed to increase the number of enrichment functions in case the tolerances are
not met. Starting from a very high number of enrichment functions and then increase it, may lead to
conditioning issues [31]. Therefore it is safer to start from a rather low number of enrichment functions
and then increase it. The relation between the wavenumber and the number of enrichment functions
are discussed in details in the literature see for example [30,31].
For Case 1, Case 2 and Case 3 the initial estimates are kˆ0 = 8, 20 and 30, respectively. Table 4.5, Table
4.6 and Table 4.7 list the iterations output for each of the considered cases. Final errors associated
with all the cases are also summarised in Table 4.8. The iterations converge into an accurate estimate
for k in 10, 8 and 7 iterations for Case 1, Case 2 and Case 3, respectively. Tables 4.5 to 4.7 show
that a good accuracy is achieved within this relatively small number of iterations. In Case 1 the
wavenumber estimate based on the data obtained in P1, leads to a smaller value for the minimization
function. Hence, the wavenumber estimate kˆ10 = 12.5671 at P1 is considered as the final output. A
similar observation is made for Case 2 where P1 leads to a more accurate estimate while in Case 3 P2
is the more accurate. In fact in Case 3 the more accurate estimate of the wavenumber is also achieved
within 7 iterations compared to 13 in P1. The errors in the wavenumber for the Case 1, Case 2 and
Case 3 are ξ1 = 0.0062%, 0.0061% and 0.0377%, respectively. The respective errors at the verification
point are ξ2 = 0.62%, 0.89% and 4.19%. This is consistent with the previous example where always a
larger error is obtained at the verification point compared to the error in the wavenumber.
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Table 4.5: Wave scattering: Wavenumber iterations for k = 4pi(12.5664), kˆ0 = 8 and m = 28.
# Itr
No noise Noise (5%)
P1 P2 P1 P2
1 8.8000 8.8000 8.8000 8.8000
2 8.4682 12.3086 8.6603 12.5249
3 9.5604 12.6559 10.0329 12.6216
4 10.6393 12.5724 11.7571 12.4634
5 12.5939 12.5802 12.7846 12.4674
6 12.5290 12.5764 12.6284 12.4521
7 12.5644 12.5789 12.5742 12.4245
8 12.5672 12.5751 12.5428 12.3438
9 12.5663 12.5801 12.5443 12.5257
10 12.5671 12.5219
kˆqopt 12.5671
∗ 12.5801 12.5443∗ 12.5219
ϑ(k) 7.5824× 10−4 7.8087× 10−4 1.6679× 10−3 6.4378× 10−3
* the final output.
Table 4.6: Wave scattering: Wavenumber iterations for k = 8pi(25.1327), kˆ0 = 20 and m = 34.
# Itr
No noise Noise (5%)
P1 P2 P1 P2
1 22.0000 22.0000 22.0000 22.0000
2 21.1132 24.7914 21.0950 24.7926
3 23.6219 25.1326 23.5787 25.1330
4 24.4334 25.0910 24.3743 25.0912
5 25.0574 25.0927 25.0283 25.0928
6 25.1357 25.1278
7 25.1380 25.1357
8 25.1343 25.1366
kˆqopt 25.1343
∗ 25.0927 25.1366∗ 25.0928
ϑ(k) 4.5865× 10−6 1.5902× 10−4 6.1001× 10−5 2.9453× 10−4
* the final output.
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Table 4.7: Wave scattering: Wavenumber iterations for k = 12pi(37.6991), kˆ0 = 30 and m = 44.
# Itr
No noise Noise (5%)
P1 P2 P1 P2
1 33.0000 33.0000 33.0000 33.0000
2 29.8412 28.1882 29.8400 28.1623
3 32.7836 37.4518 32.7926 37.2044
4 32.5392 35.5551 32.5596 34.6354
5 34.8063 37.5483 34.8786 37.0903
6 35.9933 37.7129 36.0687 36.9514
7 37.2387 37.7133 37.2849 37.3690
8 37.3567 37.3685 37.6455
9 37.3905 37.3851 37.6917
10 37.3812 37.3846 37.7069
11 37.3393 37.6806
12 37.3906 37.6722
13 37.3870 37.6792
kˆqopt 37.3870 37.7133
∗ 37.3846 37.6792∗
ϑ(k) 0.0787 6.7322× 10−4 0.0823 8.8225× 10−3
* the final output.
Table 4.8: Wave scattering: Solution error for for different wavenumbers.
k
No noise Noise (5%)
ξ1 ξ2 ξ1 ξ2
4pi 0.0062% 0.62% 0.176% 3.35%
8pi 0.0061% 0.89% 0.015% 3.75%
12pi 0.0377% 4.19% 0.052% 7.26%
It should be pointed out that the wavenumber estimate varied significantly between the starting
estimate and the final output. For example in Case 1 we started with kˆ0 = 8 while the final output is
kˆ10 = 12.5671. In the standard finite element to accommodate such a variation in the wavenumber it
is necessary to refine the mesh as a higher wavenumber is estimated. Continuously updating the mesh
grid can become a serious computational burden especially if a large number of iterations is needed.
In the PUM this was avoided by updating the wavenumber of the enriching plane waves. Furthermore,
the same mesh was also retained for all the cases, although the wavenumber was tripled from Case 1
to Case 3. Again this was possible thanks to the enrichment which improves the accuracy of the finite
element solution by adding more plane waves rather than refining the mesh.
Concerning contaminated data, Tables 4.5 - 4.7 show that the number of iterations needed for the
convergence is in general comparable to that of the clean data. Again here the accuracy of the
estimated wavenumber seems to improve consistently with more iterations. The improvement does
not show any significant fluctuation in the estimated wavenumber value. This behaviour is consistent
for both contaminated and clean data, and confirm a similar observation made in the previous test
case. It can be seen in Table 4.8 that the errors are larger for the contaminated data, which is also
expected.
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5 Conclusions
In this paper, a wavenumber estimation algorithm for the inverse Helmholtz problem is proposed. The
iterative algorithm couples the partition of unity method enriched with plane waves to the secant and
descent methods. The wavenumber estimation is based on reading the data of the wave field at a
number of randomly selected points inside the considered domain or on its boundary. The iterative
algorithm works by minimizing a predefined objective function while the convergence is achieved by
arriving at predefined tolerances. In general and since the wavenumber is not known, it is important
to have the initial number of enrichment functions proportional to the initial wavenumber estimate in
order to produce a proper approximation. If the approximation is poor then the algorithm is designed
to increase the number of enrichment functions. This increase will happen iteratively until a set of
predefined tolerances are met.
To evaluate the algorithm performance we measure the error in the wavenumber or we propose utilizing
extra data points. The algorithm is evaluated using two test examples, namely, a wave propagation and
a wave scattering problems. The wave field measurements are taken from the analytical solutions of
these applications. The results show that the proposed algorithm can achieve high accuracy estimates.
Throughout the iterations, the wavenumber estimate seems to improve steadily without significant
fluctuation. This behaviour is observed with clean as well as with data contaminated with noise.
The robustness of the algorithm is also shown by utilising data contaminated with noise where the
algorithm still provided accurate estimates. This also indicate the stability of the algorithm. In
practice and if the collected data is incomplete and/or inaccurate it will be necessary to use more
data points to have confidence in the wavenumber estimate. Furthermore, the physical knowledge
about a problem at hand will help to identify a range where the estimated wavenumber shall fall.
This will also provide a useful guide about the accuracy of the wavenumber estimate. The presented
results show that using a uniform increase of the enriching basis functions performs well for the cases
where the initial guess is higher as well as lower than the exact wavenumber. This was achieved by
starting from a minimum number of enrichment functions mainly with one function. Developing an
adaptive scheme to relate the increase of the enrichment functions to the increase in the estimated
wavenumber would be very useful. However, this will require developing a posteriori error estimate
that can evaluate the error in the wavenumber at each iteration. Although the adaptive scheme can
reduce the number of iterations but it will also add extra computations related to evaluating the error
estimate. This will be looked at in future works.
The literature shows that using an enriched finite element approach can significantly reduce the com-
putational costs of solving forward wave problems. Solving the inverse problem can often involve a
large number of iterations, hence, it can be very demanding computationally. This is especially true
for high wavenumbers. Therefore, proposing an enriched approach for solving the inverse wave prob-
lems can make a major impact on this class of problems. The work presents a first attempt to utilise
an enriched finite element approach for the inverse Helmholtz problem. The work also contributes to
the inverse Helmholtz problem of identifying the wavenumber where only few resources are available.
Extending the proposed method to solve problems in heterogeneous media, can be very useful for
identifying subsurface material properties.
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